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Maryland Circuit Judge Moves Suit Over
HMO Billing Forward
Plaintiffs Claim Spoliation
By Peter Geier 

A Howard County Circuit
judge has issued a series of rul-
ings against Columbia Medical
Plan Inc. and Free State Health
Plan Inc. for billing its members
in violation of the Maryland
HMO act.

Judge James B. Dudley reaf-
firmed the certification of plain-
tiff Victor G. Riemer and his
proposed class in the six-year-
old case, granted the plaintiffs
partial summary judgment as to
liability and will appoint a spe-
cial master to assess class-wide
damages.

Trial Lawyers for Public
Justice, a Washington-based
advocacy group, welcomed the
rulings as "an important victory
for consumers' rights" in a news
release.

However, the group claims
that the HMO members' “task of
proving their damages ... will be

complicated because [Columbia]
recently admitted that it has
destroyed much of the evidence
of wrongdoing.”

F. Paul Bland, a lawyer for
the group, said when the plain-
tiffs demanded Columbia's sub-
rogation records, they expected
them to produce electronic and
hard copy files.

However, at deposition, the
HMO's designee Jeffrey S. Joy
testified that Columbia had
destroyed these records for most
of the 1990s, many after the
lawsuit was filed in July 1996.

“When we got the answer we
got, I think everyone just went
out with their jaws on the floor,”
Bland said. “It's really extraordi-
nary, and I think it's inexcusable.
It certainly changes the whole
complexion of the case.”

The court has not ruled yet
on the spoliation issue, Bland
said.

In March 2000, the state

Court of Appeals ruled unani-
mously in Riemer v. Columbia
Medical Plan that Columbia had
been billing their members in 
violation of the HMO act by
charging them for medical care
whenever the members recov-
ered damage awards from third
parties.

Because the HMO is a “pre-
paid plan,” the appeals court
held that it was illegal for
Columbia to try to recover any
payment other than premiums,
deductibles and co-payments.

The General Assembly then
passed legislation that allowed
HMOs to pursue third-party
claims against their members.
However, the Court of Appeals
subsequently invalidated the
bill's attempt to make the law 
retroactive, finding it unconstitu-
tional.

Ralph S. Tyler III, Colum-
bia's lawyer, was not available
for comment Friday.
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